Film Hub Wales (FHW) is led by Hub Lead Organisation Chapter, Cardiff as part of the
BFI Film Audience Network (FAN) and funded by British Film Institute through National Lottery Funding.

Terms of Reference
Film Hub Wales Advisory Group
The Advisory Group
Collectively the group has been selected to represent a diverse range of Film Hub Wales
members within the cultural and exhibition sector.
The group is made up of various organisations, representing venues, education, heritage,
fundraising, programming (in both rural and urban settings), festival management and
audience research and development.

Frequency of Meetings
We anticipate meeting four times per year.
Meetings will take place across Wales and members should be available to attend (or Skype
meet) at least two meetings per year in addition to sub-groups as required.
The Film Hub Wales Manager and Development Officer will report directly to Sally Griffith,
Director of Film & Film Hub Wales.
The Film Hub Wales advisory group is announced publicly.
We recognise that priorities, circumstances and required skills may change and so members
will serve for 1 year and can be voted back onto the group 2 more times. The FHW
management team reserves the right to approach individuals based on skills required by the
group.

Overview
Following Chapter, Cardiff’s selection as Hub Lead Organisation for Wales as part of the BFI
Film Audience Network (FAN);

Through its year round work, Film Hub Wales;
-

Develops an innovative, adventurous and significant cultural film programme Wales
wide,
Celebrates Welsh language, heritage and culture, offering a platform for Welsh
talent,
Increases access to British independent and world cinema through events,
screenings and education opportunities,
Supports a network of regional, national and international partnerships and share
best practice, leading to a more confident, vibrant & collaborative film sector,
Shares programming ideas, access, debate and information exchange via training
and mentoring,

-

Researches, understands and develops diverse, life-long audiences for film across
the UK,
Develops innovative approaches to digital technology to promote connectivity,
Identifies and support rural venues in underserved / areas of cultural poverty where
audiences are hard to reach.

Film Hub Wales Advisory Group will;
- Act as ambassadors for the Hub and represent the interests of Film Hub Wales
members;
- Endorse a broad and inclusive criteria for membership to Film Hub Wales;
- Approve annual priorities and monitor strategy around all areas of Film Hub Wales
development objectives;
- Attend meetings/Film Hub Wales conferences and provide support and industry
expertise (where appropriate relevant to Film Hub Wales members;
- Consider strategic development opportunities to enable Film Hub Wales to broaden
its activities;
- Decide the Film Hub Wales Sub-committee members;
- Attend sub-meetings of the advisory group where required/reasonable by the Hub
management team.
- Contributing key specialisms to the ongoing development of the Hub.

Film Hub Wales Contact details
Contact name:
Email:
Tel:

Lisa Nesbitt, Development Officer
lisa@filmhubwales.org
02920 311067

